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Abstract23

While recent progress in holographic displays has shown that they are24

capable of displaying photorealistic 3D holograms in real time, the25

acquisition of high-quality real-world holograms has remained a miss-26

ing piece regarding the realization of holographic streaming systems.27

Incoherent holographic cameras, which record holograms under daylight28

conditions, are suitable candidates for real-world acquisition, as they29

avoid the safety issue involved in the use of laser lights; however, they30

1



2 Towards Holographic Streaming Systems

are hindered by severe noise due to the optical imperfections of such31

systems. In this work, we develop a deep learning-based incoherent holo-32

graphic camera system that can deliver visually enhanced holograms33

in real time. A neural network filters the noise in the captured holo-34

grams, maintaining a complex-valued hologram format throughout the35

whole process. Enabled by the computational efficiency of the proposed36

filtering strategy, we demonstrate the first holographic streaming sys-37

tem integrating a holographic camera and a holographic display, with38

the aim of developing the ultimate holographic ecosystem of the future.39

Keywords: Holographic streaming, Incoherent holographic camera,40

Holographic display, Deep neural network41

1 Introduction42

For several decades, holographic displays have been considered some of the pri-43

mary candidates for future 3D displays, as they can provide natural viewing44

experiences that support physically accurate 3D cues, including accommoda-45

tion cues [1]. Moreover, they can be realized in both slim-panel displays and46

in augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) near-eye displays [2, 3].47

Low image quality and narrow eye boxes have long been major issues in holo-48

graphic displays, but considerable progress has been achieved by recent studies49

[2, 4–6]. In contrast to the significant advancements achieved in holographic50

displays, their counterpart, the acquisition of holograms of the real world, has51

been less explored. Subsequently, little effort has been devoted to establishing52

a connection between the capture and display of holograms.53

As holographic displays require hologram data as inputs, two main54

approaches are available for generating holograms of real-world scenes. The55

first approach involves capturing RGB-D images and calculating computer-56

generated holograms (CGHs) [7]; however, this method is heavily dependent57

on the accuracy of the depth map extraction process [8–10] or depth map58

measurements [11]. Improving the accuracy of a depth map typically requires59

extensive measurements and complex computations, which hinder the acquisi-60

tion of high-quality depth maps in real time [12]. The second approach involves61

directly capturing a real-world hologram, which can be realized using holo-62

graphic cameras. Conventionally, holograms are captured using coherent laser63

light sources [13]; this approach is particularly successful in the field of biomedi-64

cal imaging [14]. However, for capturing real-world objects, the use of laser light65

is not practical, and it presents a significant safety issue, especially when cap-66

turing human faces. Therefore, the development of an incoherent holographic67

camera [15, 16], which captures real-world holograms using safe daylight, can68

be a promising path for the acquisition of real-world holograms.69

Self-interference incoherent digital holography (SIDH) has been studied for70

decades following the proposal of capturing incoherent holograms in [17]. The71

basic principle of SIDH is to split the incident light into two waves that are72
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modulated differently so that they can interfere at the image sensor plane.73

This concept is based on the fact that two split waves are still mutually coher-74

ent even under incoherent illumination because they originate from the same75

object point. SIDH has been implemented in various system configurations76

based on a spatial division approach [15, 18–20] or on the polarization-division77

approach [16]. However, these systems have limited fields of view (FoVs) due to78

their long optical paths; therefore, the main application area of such systems79

has been restricted to holographic microscopy [16]. Attempts to capture gen-80

eral 3D scenes [15], including the adaptive optics regime [19], have been made;81

however, the capabilities of these approaches are limited due to low depth82

resolutions. The recent development of the geometric-phase SIDH (GPSIDH)83

system [21] seems to be the most promising direction for the realization of a84

general 3D camera because the shortened optical path length of the system85

enables a wider FoV and higher depth resolution than those of previous SIDH86

systems. However, poor image quality has remained a key unresolved issue in87

these studies.88

In this work, we demonstrate the first fully holographic streaming system,89

leveraging an incoherent holographic camera to achieve high-quality 3D holo-90

gram acquisition for holographic displays. We note that the extremely poor91

image quality exhibited by incoherent holographic cameras when capturing92

daily scenes [15, 21] is the main issue hindering their application as acquisition93

modules for holographic streaming systems. Our work proposes a high-quality94

real-time holographic camera system that overcomes the poor image quality95

problem of previous incoherent holographic cameras by using a deep learning-96

based filtering technique. Considering GPSIDH as the baseline system for the97

camera hardware, we demonstrate that the employed neural network can effi-98

ciently remove noise and enhance the image quality of incoherent holograms99

for various real-world scenes, including human faces. The proposed network is100

designed to operate with the complex-valued hologram data format during the101

entire processing pipeline so that the final outputs are readily displayable on102

holographic displays without any further CGH calculations. As the neural net-103

work handles single-shot holograms, we also eliminate the need for multishot104

measurement, which has been typically practiced to reduce noise, hindering105

real-time applications. Exploiting the real-time processing capability and the106

high visual quality of the proposed deep learning-based incoherent holographic107

camera system, we finally realize a real-time holographic streaming system108

that acquires real-world scenes and displays them on a holographic display109

based solely on hologram data. Our demonstration presents new possibilities110

for the development of a holographic streaming system or for holographic111

teleconferencing.112
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Fig. 1 Principle of a deep learning-based incoherent holographic camera. a

Schematic of a deep learning-based incoherent holographic camera system. A hologram
acquired from the GPSIDH hardware is filtered by the proposed neural network. The filter-
ing process operates in real time, and the output filtered holograms provide dramatic visual
quality enhancements. b Raw hologram acquired by GPSIDH. c Filtered hologram inferred
by the neural network. The real and imaginary parts are only shown for the red channel in
b and c. The values are mapped into the [0, 1] range for visualization. d Focal image of
the bear doll object reconstructed from the raw hologram. f Focal image of the human face
reconstructed from the raw hologram. e Focal image of the bear doll object reconstructed
from the filtered hologram. g Focal image of the human face reconstructed from the filtered
hologram.

2 Results113

2.1 Deep learning-based incoherent holographic camera114

As a key building block of holographic streaming systems, we first demonstrate115

a deep-learning-enabled, high-quality incoherent holographic camera system,116

i.e., DeepIHC. Our incoherent holographic camera system consists of GPSIDH117

hardware [21] (see Supplementary Information Sec. 1 for details on this sys-118

tem) and a hologram filtering module, as shown in Fig. 1a. It should be noted119

that a raw hologram (Fig. 1b) captured with the GPSIDH system alone cannot120

provide practically usable 3D contents due to the extremely poor quality of its121

reconstructed focal image, as shown in Fig. 1d. The primary cause of image122

degradation is the spatial variance of the impulse response functions (see Sup-123

plementary Information Sec. 2). As the complexity of the given scene increases,124

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) also significantly decreases accordingly. To125

solve the image degradation issue faced by the existing incoherent holographic126

camera, we propose a deep learning-based hologram filtering method as the127

postprocessing module of DeepIHC. Our main goal is to generate complex-128

valued holograms based on the captured holograms by using the neural network129

such that the focal images reconstructed from the generated holograms pro-130

duce high-quality images while accurately reproducing the depth information.131

The proposed neural network outputs a noise-filtered hologram, as shown in132

Fig. 1c, and the focal image reconstructed from the filtered hologram offers a133
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dramatic image quality improvement, as shown in Fig. 1e. Furthermore, the134

identity of the human face in the focal image reconstructed from the raw holo-135

gram is almost unrecognizable in Fig. 1f, but we can see the clear appearance136

of the face in the image obtained using the DeepIHC system in Fig. 1g. Con-137

sidering that the quality of the holograms acquired with the previous GPSIDH138

system alone is far from meeting the practical requirements of 3D cameras, we139

can claim that the deep learning-based hologram filtering method enables the140

acquisition of general 3D contents that were not previously accessible.141

Our proposed network architecture for hologram filtering is shown in Fig.142

2a. The neural network is specifically designed to operate in a hologram-in-143

hologram-out manner; the data format of both input and output is set to a144

6-channel 2D image, which a stack of real and imaginary parts of a 3-channel145

color hologram. Whereas most denoising algorithms are applied to recon-146

structed 2D focal images [22–26] or intermediate light field representations [27],147

the fully holographic processing pipeline provides two notable advantages: (1)148

the filtered output is a complex-valued hologram, which is readily displayable149

on holographic displays, and (2) pure holographic processing also avoids inter-150

mediate representations such as RGB-D or light fields, leading to a reduction151

in computational complexity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first152

neural network proposed for denoising incoherent holograms.153

We train the neural network in a supervised learning manner, and we154

employ 2D images displayed on a 2D tablet as the reference 3D objects for155

dataset capture. Given that the acquisition of depth maps is a challenging156

task that is actively under study [10, 28], our approach enables access to both157

the precise depth information of the given object and the ground-truth focal158

images required to compute the loss function, as the depth profile of the scene159

can be simply varied by placing the 2D tablet at different depth positions. One160

major drawback of using fronto-parallel images is that the captured objects161

in the dataset only contain simple, flat depth profiles, which can lead to the162

inaccurate handling of occlusion boundaries or multidepth scenes. However,163

the results shown later indicate that this simplified approach still extends well164

to real-world scenes with complex depth profiles.165

Fig. 2b illustrates the proposed training procedure. While the target depth166

range is set to [30 cm, 48 cm] from the camera, a hologram Hcapture with167

a resolution of 1024 × 1024 is captured for the target image displayed at a168

distance di and is propagated to the central plane ( dc = 39 cm ) using the169

color-dependent angular spectrum method (c-ASM, see Methods).170

Hcenter = fc−ASM (Hcapture, z = dc). (1)

This significantly reduces the receptive field size required by the neural network171

[7] and resolves the depth mismatches among the color channels. Subsequently,172

a 720 × 720 subregion is cropped from the full hologram to obtainHcenter. This173

cropping process considers two factors: the effective region of interest (ROI)174

of the system, which is limited to approximately 600 × 600 (as shown in the175

later sections), and the sufficient margin of 120 pixels, which is additionally176
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Fig. 2 Hologram filtering neural network. a Neural network architecture for filtering
holograms. It contains one strided convolution block, nine residual blocks and one transposed
convolution block. b Training procedure of the neural network. The real and imaginary parts
of the holograms are presented only for the green channel. GP: GP lens, P: linear polarizer.
c, d Training dataset examples. c Reference target images displayed on a 2D display with
variable depth positions and d the corresponding captured holograms.

set to prevent any boundary artifacts that can occur during ASM propagation177

as the filtered hologram must be further propagated within the [30 cm, 48 cm]178

range. The real and imaginary parts of the cropped Hcenter are then stacked179

together and fed into the neural network as the input. The network outputs180

a hologram Hout with the same format as the input, and Hout is propagated181

by an additional distance do = di − dc to generate Hrecon, which is the optical182

field at di.183

Hrecon = fASM (Hout, z = do) (2)

It should be noted that we propagate Hout using the simple ASM in this step,184

where all the color channels have the propagation depths of do. Finally, we185

compute the perceptual loss [29] between the target image and the focal image186

Irecon = |Hrecon|2 reconstructed at depth di. Please refer to Supplementary187

Information Sec. 3 for the detailed procedure involved in matching the target188

image and Irecon.189

lpcp = V GG(Ii − |H̃|2). (3)

The neural network is trained for 400 epochs using the Adam optimizer. The190

batch size is set to 1.191

To validate the trained neural network, we first test DeepIHC on a val-192

idation dataset consisting of planar images, as shown in Fig. 3. The images193

displayed on the tablet monitor at various depths are presented in Fig. 3a,194

and their depths are indicated in the upper left corners of the images. Fig. 3b195
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Ground Truth Raw Hologram DeepIHC

PSNR: 12.3

SSIM: 0.43

PSNR: 8.0

SSIM: 0.31

PSNR: 18.9

SSIM: 0.65

PSNR: 19.8

SSIM: 0.73

PSNR: 9.5

SSIM: 0.33

PSNR: 18.2

SSIM: 0.64

PSNR: 22.9

SSIM: 0.74

PSNR: 13.3

SSIM: 0.31

30 cm

36 cm

42 cm

48 cm

a b c d e

Fig. 3 Validation results of the hologram filtering neural network. a Target 2D
validation images displayed at various depths. b Focal images reconstructed at the corre-
sponding target object depths from the unprocessed hologram. c Focal images reconstructed
from the filtered holograms using the neural network, which provides exceptional quality
advantages over the method of direct reconstruction from the raw holograms. The resolu-
tion of each image is 600 × 600. Focal images of the filtered holograms captured for the
target images at d 48 cm and e 30 cm. The night river view is best reconstructed at 48 cm,
and the sunflower scene is best focused at 30 cm, at which the object depths are accurately
reproduced.

presents the focal images at the corresponding depths, which are reconstructed196

from raw holograms using c-ASM. Each color channel is separately renormal-197

ized to the [0, 1] range to balance the color channels. Poor image contrast and198

speckle noise are observed relative to the target images, making it difficult to199

perceive fine details.200

Fig. 3c presents the reconstructed focal images derived from the filtered201

holograms acquired by DeepIHC. The proposed deep learning-based filtering202

method successfully restores the color appearance and drastically increases203

the image contrast of each image. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)204

and structural similarity index measure (SSIM) also indicate that significant205

improvements are achieved over the method of reconstruction from raw holo-206

grams. Although DeepIHC provides exceptional image enhancements, it can be207

observed that the quality of the image boundaries is inferior to that of the cen-208

tral region, and the details are sometimes removed. For example, the boat in209

the upper left corner of the ocean image (third row) disappears in the output of210
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the proposed method. Since such a detail is not observed in the raw holograms211

either, this tendency indicates that some information must at least be physi-212

cally captured for the network to generate any meaningful information. Along213

this line of observation, the spatial resolutions of the images reconstructed214

using DeepIHC are slightly inferior to those of the ground-truth images. This215

can be explained by the fact that the original holograms do not capture the216

target objects at full resolution due to the resolution limit of the GPSIDH sys-217

tem, which suggests that the physical capture of high-spatial-frequency signals218

must be achieved for the neural network to restore fine details.219

Apart from the enhancement of image quality, the essential and most220

important feature that DeepIHC should provide is the accurate reproduction221

of the depth information of the input hologram. To verify this capability, we222

test the focal stack computed from the output holograms of DeepIHC, as223

shown in Figs. 3d and 3e. The image is best focused at the same depth as the224

captured hologram for the image placed at d = 48 cm (Fig. 3d); it gradually225

becomes blurred as the focus moves further from the image depth. Similarly,226

the best focus for the imaging target at d = 30 cm (Fig. 3e) is observed at the227

same depth, i.e., 30 cm. This confirms that DeepIHC accurately reproduces228

the depth information of the target object. It should be noted that we do229

not provide any explicit depth information during the network inference stage.230

This indicates that the network preserves the phase information; the depth-231

dependent signals remain untouched while the noise signals are effectively232

removed.233

2.2 Capturing real-world holograms234

We capture several real objects with the DeepIHC system to test its general-235

izability beyond planar objects, and we find that our system produces visually236

enhanced holograms for nonplanar objects and multidepth scenes as well. Fig.237

1a shows our capture configuration, where the real objects are placed within238

the [30 cm, 48 cm] depth range inside the FoV of the camera and the objects239

are illuminated using a desk lamp. Fig. 4 presents the testing results obtained240

for complex objects. In the case of the mini statue scene (Fig. 4a) and the241

miniature house scene (Fig. 4e), the captured raw holograms are propagated242

to the middle focus plane, and the focal images to which only simple nor-243

malization is applied are presented in Figs. 4c and 4g, respectively. The color244

reproduction in the mini statue scene is very poor, and only a few objects are245

observable in the miniature house scene. Figs. 4b and 4f present the recon-246

structed focal images derived from output holograms of DeepICH at the front,247

middle, and back focus, respectively. The front statue and the background wall248

are separated by 15 cm in the mini statue scene, and the dog and the back249

wall are separated by 8 cm in the miniature house scene. Since each scene250

has a different depth configuration, the depth values used in the focal image251

reconstruction process are indicated in the upper right corners of the images.252

For the mini statue scene, the neural network successfully handles the multi-253

depth configuration without noticeable artifacts (Fig. 4b). Furthermore, the254
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color information of the color checker background is highly improved over that255

of the raw hologram. The enlarged views (Fig. 4d) exhibit clear defocus effects256

for the statues and the background. The neural network also successfully han-257

dles the scene with a more complex depth profile within a shorter depth range,258

as demonstrated in the miniature house scene (Fig. 4f). The enlarged views259

(Fig. 4h) show that the dog (front), the ceiling light (middle) and the round260

photo frame (back) are all accurately reproduced at their depths. It can be261

stated that DeepIHC reasonably accurately reproduces the color information262

of real-world scenes by considering the fact that even commercial 2D cameras263

produce different color appearances, and the neural network is trained only for264

the color profile of the tablet screen.265

2.3 Real-time holographic streaming system and its266

applications267

Based on the developed DeepIHC system, we demonstrate a real-time holo-268

graphic streaming system, which integrates DeepIHC and a holographic display269

prototype and operates with a refresh rate of 21 Hz. To the best of our knowl-270

edge, this is the first time that real-time acquisition and display of real-world271

holograms have been demonstrated. Figs. 5a and 5b present the schematic and272

a photograph of the holographic streaming prototype, respectively. A valida-273

tion camera with a variable focus is placed at one of the viewing positions of274

the holographic display. Since the viewing area of the holographic display is275

limited to 5 mm, the displayed hologram is only observed by the validation276

camera within the viewing zone; therefore, it looks as if no image is displayed277

on the panel in the current photograph. Figs. 5d and 5e present the captured278

3D images of the merry-go-round music box scene from the holographic dis-279

play. The front horse figure is in focus in the front focal image, whereas the280

color checker background is in focus in the back focal image. Please refer to281

Supplementary Fig. S3 for the reference photograph of the music box. Sup-282

plementary Video Part 1 shows the real-time acquisition of the holographic283

images with a variable focus for the static music box. The frame rate of the284

validation camera is set to 2 Hz to ensure a sufficient exposure time due to285

the limited luminance of the holographic display. The accurate reproduction of286

the focal information on the holographic display is also observed in the video.287

Supplementary Video Part 2 shows the real-time acquisition of the holographic288

images for the music box in motion. The camera frame rate is set to 30 Hz by289

increasing the gain level to demonstrate real-time acquisition. Time-dependent290

noise signals are clearly observed in this case. The noise signals mainly origi-291

nate from DeepIHC; however, noise is also induced by the high gain level. The292

suppressed noise level in Supplementary Video Part 1 compared to that in293

Part 2 suggests that the application of time-consistent denoising approaches294

[30, 31] might reduce the flickering noise in the real-time streaming system.295

After successfully demonstrating the complete holographic streaming sys-296

tem, we further explore the possible application directions of our proposed297
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Fig. 4 Hologram filtering results for complex real objects. a, e Reference pho-
tographs of the mini statue scene and miniature house scene, respectively. b, g The central
focal images reconstructed from the raw holograms. c, f Front, middle, and back focal
images reconstructed from the filtered holograms by using the neural network and d, h their
corresponding enlarged views.

system. We note that teleconferencing can be one of the most exciting appli-298

cations of DeepIHC, as it operates under incoherent illumination conditions.299

Despite their practical impact, teleconferencing applications have not been300

extensively investigated in the context of holographic imaging; this is primarily301

due to the safety issue regarding the use of laser lights in coherent holographic302

imaging systems. As the DeepIHC system is free of safety concerns, we demon-303

strate the real-time acquisition of human face holograms, as shown in Fig. 6;304

Supplementary Video Part 3 shows the video footage of the real-time demo.305

The details of the model’s face can be clearly resolved in the results obtained306

by DeepIHC, whereas it is difficult to recognize the identity of the model from307

the raw hologram results. Apart from the time flickering similarly observed in308
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Fig. 5 Holographic streaming system. a Schematic of the holographic streaming
system. P: polarizer, GP: geometric phase lens, CL: collimating lens, FL: field lens. b Pho-
tograph of the holographic streaming system prototype. c Real-time hologram processing
pipeline. The validation camera is placed in the viewing zone to capture the d front and e

back focal images of the displayed hologram. The enlarged views of the horse figure and the
color checker background are presented at the bottom.

Supplementary Video Part 2, another aspect of DeepIHC is present: the image309

quality notably decreases as the face moves farther from the camera. This is310

mainly because the amount of light reflected from the face diminishes as the311

distance between the face and the lighting increases. It should be noted that312

the target objects in our training dataset maintain the same brightness, inde-313

pendent of the object depths. Therefore, this trend indicates that the neural314

network must be trained for various lighting or capture conditions in the future.315

The raw holograms acquired in Supplementary Video Part 3 are also saved to316

the disk in parallel with the real-time streaming. By using the recorded holo-317

gram video, the videos of the focal images at three different focal depths are318

reconstructed in Supplementary Video Part 4. We can see that in-focus plane319

changes as the face moves back and forth with respect to the camera.320

When the captured holograms are employed in AR applications, supporting321

an editing capability can greatly expand their use cases, such as face aug-322

mentation, subtitle display and user interface presentation. While the mixing323

of captured real-world holograms and artificial 3D objects requires in-depth324

investigations and is beyond the scope of our paper, we present the prelimi-325

nary result of modifying the captured holograms by demonstrating simple text326
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overlaying. We propagate the hologram to 25 cm in front of the face and place327

the precomputed letter images so that they occlude the face. This process does328

not violate the hologram formation model, where the contributions from point329

sources are incoherently summed, and the reconstructed focal images of the330

edited hologram at the text plane (Fig. 6f) and the face plane (Fig. 6g) show331

seamless blending results.332

Raw hologram DeepIHC

a

c

d e

b

f gLetters in focus Face in focus

Hologram editing

Real-time face capture

N
e

a
r

F
a

r

Fig. 6 Real-time face capture demo. a Photograph of the demo. Focal images recon-
structed from b the raw hologram and c filtered hologram by using the neural network for
the human face in the near position. Focal images reconstructed from d the raw hologram
and e filtered hologram for the human face in the far position. f, g Edited hologram with
letters overlaid. Focal images produced when f the letters are in focus and g the face is in
focus.
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3 Discussion333

In this work, we demonstrate a holographic streaming system as a first step334

toward developing the ultimate holographic ecosystem of the future. As the335

key component of the streaming system, we propose a deep learning-based336

incoherent holographic camera system that filters out noise and enhances the337

visual quality of incoherent holograms with a refresh rate of 21 Hz. We validate338

the enhanced visual qualities of this system for various 3D scenes, including339

planar photographic images captured at variable depths and for multidepth340

objects. Since the proposed system is designed to output complex holograms,341

the filtered holograms can be displayed on holographic displays with a simple342

encoding step. We further demonstrate the capture-to-display pipeline in real343

time, and the use of incoherent illumination allows for the acquisition of human344

face holograms.345

Several interesting issues are related to improving the performance of the346

holographic streaming system. Although we drastically improve the image347

quality of the incoherent holographic camera, the hardware system should be348

further improved so that it can be widely employed as a practical 3D camera.349

The low spatial resolution of the system, which originates from the limited350

aperture and sensor pixel density, prohibits us from resolving the fine details351

of the acquired 3D scenes. To overcome these issues, we can employ multi-352

ple cameras to increase the effective aperture [32] because the sensor area353

defines the aperture size in GPSIDH. Complementary metal-oxide semicon-354

ductor (CMOS) cameras with higher pixel densities are also highly desirable,355

as they prevent aliasing effects and capture the high-spatial-frequency compo-356

nents of incoherent holograms. Another shortcoming of the proposed DeepIHC357

system is its limited depth range of [30 cm, 48 cm]. To expand the depth range358

further, the collection of the training dataset at the extended depth range359

should be investigated, and the low light collection efficiency of the GPSIDH360

system should also be increased.361

In relation to holographic displays, several considerations should be exam-362

ined when implementing practical holographic streaming systems. To support363

wide viewing angles or eye boxes in holographic displays, spatial light modu-364

lators with high pixel densities must be developed. This would require more365

dense information about incoherent holograms, therefore the required amount366

of information in practical settings and handling such data in streaming sys-367

tems should be further investigated. This issue also motivates the further368

optimization of the computational time of the neural network, as the system369

is still slow considering that the neural network produces holograms with res-370

olutions of 720 × 720. Extending the proposed network to a higher resolution371

is straightforward, as it is a fully convolutional network. However, the infer-372

ence time typically increases with the input image size. Therefore, an optimal373

neural network architecture must be developed to support the generation of374

full high-definition (FHD) or ultra HD (UHD) holograms in real time.375

Despite these challenges, we believe that our work demonstrates an376

important milestone in holography research: the realization of a holographic377
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streaming system showing that the current 2D video streaming systems can378

be realized in a fully 3D holographic manner. Our work paves the way toward379

the ultimate holographic ecosystem, inspiring the holographic broadcasting380

system or holographic teleconferencing system of the future.381

4 Method382

GPSIDH. The system configuration is shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. Our383

system employs a custom-made GP lens (ImagineOptix) with focal lengths of384

fp = 1000 mm and fn = −1000 mm, and ds is set to 6 mm. All holograms are385

captured with single-shot measurements, while reference [21] averaged multiple386

images to increase the SNR.387

Image reconstruction. The captured hologram H can be optically propa-388

gated similarly to a conventional CGH, and the ASM [33] is selected for the389

propagation algorithm in our study. One notable difference between the holo-390

grams captured by the GPSIDH system and conventional CGHs is that each391

color channel has a different propagation length due to the chromatic charac-392

teristic of the GP lens [34–36]. Therefore, we perform the c-ASM to reconstruct393

a focal image at depth z as follows:394

fC−ASM (H, z; λ) =

∫∫

F(a(x, y, λ)eiφ(x,y,λ)H(x, y))

·K(fx, fy, λ, zλ(z))e
i2π(fxx+fyy)dfxdfy

(4)

where

K(fx, fy, λ, zλ(z)) =

{

ei
2π
λ

√
1−(λfx)2−(λfy)2zλ , if

√

f2
x + f2

y < 1
λ
,

0 otherwise

and

zλr
= z

λg

λb

, zg = z, zb = z
λg

λb

.

Here, fC−ASM denotes the color-dependent propagation operator; fx and fy395

represent the spatial frequencies, F denotes the Fourier transform operator396

and K denotes the transfer function. a(x, y) represents a constant function;397

λr, λg and λb denote the red, green and blue wavelengths, respectively; and398

the propagation distances are calibrated with respect to the green wavelength.399

For the holograms where the depth mismatches between colors are already400

compensated, the same propagation lengths should be used for each color.401

In this case, we perform the ordinary ASM denoted by fASM (H, z), where402

zλr
= zλg

= zλb
= z.403

Dataset. The exemplary images in the training dataset are shown in Fig.404

2c. In our dataset capture process, the depth configuration includes seven405

equally spaced depth planes spanning 18 cm, which corresponds to d ∈ [30406

cm, 48 cm], where d denotes the distance from the position of the GP lens.407
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Three sets of 250 holograms are acquired for a given depth dk. Set 1 is col-408

lected by displaying 250 images Ii, i ∈ [1, 250], from the DIV2K dataset [37]409

by applying only a simple cropping process and capturing the corresponding410

holograms: H
(1)
i (d = dk). Set 2 is the augmented dataset, which simulates a411

multidepth scene dataset that is generated without additional capture. For412

each hologram H
(1)
i (d = dk) in Set 1, a subpatch is randomly selected from413

the 5 × 5 grid; the remaining region is then replaced by a randomly selected414

H
(1)
j (d = dj), where i 6= j and dk 6= dj with a margin of 20 pixels are used415

to obtain H
(2)
i (d = dk). The loss function is computed only for the selected416

subpatch region in this case. The holograms in Set 3 are captured for images,417

Ii, i ∈ [251, 500], in the DIV2K dataset, which contain null regions that help418

the network to efficiently learn dark backgrounds. The height and width are419

independently and randomly selected between 0.25 and 0.5, assuming an420

image size of 1, to maintain reasonably sized dark regions. Various depths421

share the same set of target training images to ensure that they effectively422

learn the differences produced by the depth variations. The 2D images are423

displayed using a 12.9-inch tablet screen.424

425

Holographic display system. Fig. 5a presents a schematic diagram of the426

proposed holographic streaming system prototype. The holographic display427

system is built based on the flat-panel display type [38]. The coherent lights428

from two LEDs (Doric lenses Inc. w55) are collimated by a custom-made lens429

(f = 50 cm) and are focused by using a custom-made field lens (f = 1 m).430

A commercial 10.1-inch LCD panel (BOE, TV101QUM-N00-1850) with a res-431

olution of 3840 × 2160 and a pixel pitch of 58.05 µm is used to encode the432

complex hologram through amplitude-only modulation [39]. For the given com-433

plex hologram Hproj , the corresponding pattern Pproj to be displayed on the434

holographic display is calculated as follows:435

Pproj = Re(Hproj) + |Hproj |. (5)

The viewing distance is set to 1 m, which is equal to the focal length of the436

field lens. The two waves, which originate from the two LEDs, are projected437

onto the left and right eyes, and the interpupillary distance is adjusted by438

changing the separation between the two LEDs. Although our display supports439

stereoscopic views, we project the hologram only onto a single viewpoint in440

our demonstration.441

Real-time processing. Fig. 5c depicts the real-time hologram processing442

pipeline. The camera (Lucid Vision Labs PHX050S-QNL) operates at 21 Hz,443

and each frame is continuously acquired via the acquisition thread. The raw444

data are uploaded to the GPU at this stage to shorten the processing time.445

The hologram data are then retrieved using the OpenCV CUDA module,446

which requires deinterleaving computation in Eq. 9 (in the Supplementary447

Information) and bilinear demosaic processing. The c-ASM is then performed448

using the cuFFT library to compute the hologram at the central plane. The449
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ASM computation process requires Fourier transformation, multiplication450

with the precomputed ASM kernels, and inverse Fourier transformation. The451

next step involves the computation of the filtered hologram using the neural452

network. The network inference process is achieved by using the TensorRT453

module with fp16 precision, and the execution time is measured as 37 ms.454

Finally, the output hologram is encoded to a suitable format for the display.455

The amplitude encoding of the complex hologram is computed in the pro-456

posed holographic streaming demo based on Eq. (5), and the focal image at457

the central plane is computed for the face video capture demo. Both encoding458

methods present negligible execution times of less than 1 ms. The final output459

images are displayed using the OpenCV module with OpenGL support in the460

main thread. The overall data transfer and processing time is approximately461

40 ms, which is less than the acquisition time interval of the camera (48462

ms). Therefore, the proposed demo system operates at 21 Hz, limited by the463

current frame rate of the camera. Although the system latency is not exactly464

calibrated, a latency of less than 100 ms is expected from the time profile. The465

demo system is implemented in C++ based on the interoperability between466

TensorRT, CUDA, and OpenCV on a GPU, and all the execution times are467

measured on an NVIDIA RTX3080.468
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